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When I am following the rules and doing my best…

People will tell you…

- Your friends will tell you.
“That was really kind of you. Thank you”

- Your parents will tell you.
“I’m so proud of how hard you tried with reading”

- Adults in school will tell you.
“What beautiful manners. Thank you.”

Adults in school might send a note home or speak
to your family to say how well you have done.

‘Dear Polly’s family, I just wanted to say how proud I
have been of Polly over the last few weeks. She has
been a kind friend, always says good morning with a
smile on her face and has been helping tidy the chairs

away at the end of the day. What a superstar.’

Special responsibilities

If you are super helpful and reliable (this means you can
always be trusted to do your best) you might be given

special jobs like:

- Playleader
- School radio
- School council
- Ipad monitor

- VIP for the day

Above and Beyond

When you are showing us all the time how fantastic you
are at following the school rules. You might get
nominated to receive an ‘Above and Beyond Award’

Quinta Star
Sometimes, you get an Above and Beyond Award and
still keep following the rules and being simply amazing.
For example: having beautiful manners, working hard,
being kind and helpful, wearing your uniform smart…

If this is you then you might just be awarded ‘The Quinta
Star’ - our highest award. If you earn this you will get a
chair in assembly and special privileges.

This year you might even earn your whole class a point for following the rules. Class
Points allow you to win rewards for the whole class



When I am not following the school rules…

Level 1 - Low

Something small

(Like talking when it’s someone else's turn or having
your shirt untucked)

You will get a reminder and a warning. This will
help you to remember.

Level 2 - Medium

- Something small (again)
(Like talking again or distracting others)
Or

- Something mean
Being unkind to a person in your class or refusing to
follow instructions straight away.

You will spend some of your playtime or lunchtime
with an adult to talk through how you can get
things right next time.

Level 3 - High

- Being really mean, hurting someone or
damaging something on purpose

Or

- Refusing to follow instructions.

Or

- Being unsafe

You will have a longer time with an adult thinking
about how you can make better choices next time
and how you can put right what you have done.

Level 4 when my behaviour isn’t getting better…

If you are still struggling to follow the rules after lots of
chances and chats, you will have reflection time.

We will make a plan to help you and share it with your
teachers and family.

We call this our ‘Pathway to Positive’

-


